
Ballistic Turbo System
Installation instructions for Polaris Axys 800
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PREPARE THE SLED FOR THE INSTALLATION 
Start by pulling sled into shop, remove key, turn off kill switch, 
and lock brake lever. Remove hood and all inside panels.

Remove side panels, fasteners and console. Unplug ECU. Remove upper air-box assembly.

Remove belt and driven clutch. Remove left hand section of air intake ducting. Remove clutch cover and oil tank. 

Unplug coils, and TBAP sensor. Remove air box assembly. Remove muffler. Drain coolant from vehicle and leave coolant level bellow 
nipple on the coolant bottle.
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Remove coolant lines from throttle bodies. Coolant line 
coming out of overflow bottle will be the future inside turbo 
coolant line.

Remove throttle bodies, but be careful no to knock TPS out of 
alignment. 

Remove three outside bolts on each side of the intake 
boot: one on top, one middle, and one bottom. Set aside 
bolts with stock components taken off the sled.

Install brackets to bolts coming of intake boots. Use longer 
bolts supplied. Torque to manufacturer’s specifications. 

INSTALL COOLANT LINES
Install supplied coolant line with coupler onto the coolant 
barb that comes off the PTO side of the cylinder head. 

Run this line behind motor and on top of recoil. This line 
now becomes the turbo coolant line on the outer side. 
CAUTION:  Be careful not to break off coolant bottle nipple. 

FUEL LINES Install new fuel fitting into supply side of fuel line. 
This will now give you a fuel supply line for the new injectors to 
be added to your machine.

Remove fuel return line (top 3/8” line) from middle coupler to 
fuel tank. Set them with stock parts. 

Unhook fuel supply lines from top of the tank.
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Unscrew fuel pump assembly from top of the tank and 
unplug electrical.

Pull fuel pump assembly out and cut off intake fuel pressure 
regulator. Put in tank fuel pressure regulator with stock parts. 

Reinstall fuel pump assembly back into tank. Tighten nut, 
and, reconnect electrical. Make sure do not cross thread 
the nut.

Install new adjustable fuel pressure regulator onto alumini-
um bracket by secondary clutch. Drill two 13/64” holes with a 
separation between them of 1 1/8”.

Install new fuel line from middle fuel return line coupler to 
side of fuel regulator (opposite side of fuel pressure gauge).

Install new fuel line from adjustable fuel pressure regula-
tor backside/bottom to fuel tank.

Install the new billet intakes with injectors in them. Press 
into stock intake boot. Clamp down.  

Reinstall throttle cable and TPS wires to throttle bodies. Lube O-rings with a little silicone and press throttle bodies 
into the billet add-on injector adapters.
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Take the long bolts supplied and install them on the air box 
bracket. Then lube the O-rings with grease silicone on the 
air box and slide onto throttle bodies. Don’t over tight these 
bolts. 

Hook fuel lines to secondary injectors using supplied clamps. 
Make sure line does not get kinked. Trim line if needed.

OIL LINES
Unplug the oil hoses number 2 and 4  from oil pump.

Cut oil hose number 2. Install Tee and connect hose number 4 
into the Tee. Make sure it does not get kinked.

Connect turbo oil feed hose to open barb on oil pump. Secure 
with zip ties.

Fill line with two stroke oil. Route line to stainless steel 
line coming out of the turbo. Zip tie line onto barb and se-
cure line with zip ties to make sure it does not hit exhaust.

Adjust turbo in place so bracket in new muffler seats over the 
frame. Make sure it does not hit side panel or drive.

Hook up coolant lines to banjo fittings on turbo (coolant line 
from overflow bottle goes to motor side of turbo, coolant line 
from head goes to outside of turbo). Trim outside coolant line 
if needed.

Place turbo into position and spring turbo intake pipe to 
exhaust pipe.
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Drill holes into bottom fender plastic and tighten it up. Plug in fuel controller to injectors. Run wires up and lay onto 
the left side front fender. Use dielectric grease in all electrical 
connections.

Install boost reference line going on fuel box to PTO brass 
barb on secondary billet adapter.

Install BOV line to MAG side brass on secondary billet adapter 
and leave it ready to hook up to the BOV.

IF YOU HAVE A GAUGE PACKAGE: Hook up line on brass barb 
from air box. Hook this line to fuel pressure regulator.

Install charge tube.

Hook up line to BOV using BOV line. Install wiring by hooking it to the DC power plug by the left 
front fender.

IF YOU HAVE A GAUGE PACKAGE: Install gauges on handle 
bar block.
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IF YOU HAVE A GAUGE PACKAGE: Plug in all power wires 
from fuel box and AFR to red leads. you will need to tee the 
boost gauge air reference line into fuel pressure regulator air 
reference line.

IF YOU HAVE A GAUGE PACKAGE: Plug in all ground wires from 
fuel box and AFR to black leads.

Hook up yellow black wire on fuel box to injector pulse 
signal (see wiring schematic). Solder in place.

Install coil mounting bracket and mount coils (the shorter 
plug wire is the MAG side coil).

Install cold air intake to turbo. Replace clutch cover/oil tank.

Install stock air intake box. Position cold air intake tube and tighten clamps. Plug in ECU.
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Stick fuel box onto ECU using supplied Velcro. Zip tie all loose wires. Check all connections, clamps , hoses and fittings.

Install clutching into clutches. Set gap spark plugs to .018 Read through pre operational check list & perform checks. 
Start sled and using an 4mm Allen key and an open end 
1/2” wrench adjust fuel pressure to 38 psi.

Reinstall primary clutch and belt. Reinstall hood and side panels. Find snow and ride! After first test burn, check all hoses, 
fuel lines, coolant lines, oil lines, charge tube, etc for loose 
connections or leaking.
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